An analysis, by EGAG, of the Heathrow 3rd Runway Statutory Consultation documentation (>17,500
pages) covering the aircraft noise exposure, affecting Englefield Green and Virginia water
The consultation runs from 18th June to 13th September 2013

“Daytime Likely Significant Effects (from noise increase that would affect the acoustic character
of the area and may be perceived as a change in quality of life)”
- Up to 10,200 newly exposed to above LOAEL

The critical issue for Englefield Green and Virginia Water is that the 2013 (blue line) flight path that now flies
over Staines (26% of all Heathrow departures on the Detling route) is moved by the time the 3rd runway opens
(blue filled), to fly directly over Englefield Green. So this image depicts the 2035 noise flight paths directly
flying over Englefield Green, combined with the Midhurst route (15% of all Heathrow departures), results in
41% of all Heathrow departures flying over the whole of Englefield Green.

2 Runway 2013 Aircraft Noise Baseline

Heathrow Expansion
PRELIMINARY ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION REPORT: Appendix 17 Annex H: Preliminary assessment of significance for aircraft noise
Table 3.86: Preliminary assessment of significance for residential receptors 1,2 across all test cases |
Runnymede
Source3
sHQL

Aircraft

LSE

Key

Significant effect code
(see Graphic 3.3)

Phase 1
(c. 2022–2026)

Phase 2
(c. late 2026-2033)

-

No sHQL

No sHQL

RUN.A.ALSE.D.01
RUN.A.ALSE.D.02

No LSE

ALSE (day) reduced by mitigation measures

RUN.A.BLSE.D.01

No LSE

BLSE (day) due to change in airspace and mitigation
compared to existing conditions.

Graphic 3.32: Daytime adverse and beneficial likely significant effects across all test cases |
Runnymede

Phase 3
(c. 2034-2050)

| sHQL = Significant effect on Health and Quality of Life | M = Mitigation | C = Compensation |
| LSE = Likely Significant Effect | ALSE = Adverse LSE | BLSE = Beneficial LSE |

Table 3.87: Noise sensitive non-residential receptor screened-in for further consideration between

PEIR and ES | Runnymede
Non-residential
category4

Noise sensitive non-residential receptor screened-in for further consideration between PEIR and
ES

Places of worship;
courts; cinemas; lecture
theatres; museums; and
small auditoria or halls

1 Broadcasting studio, 1 Museum, 6 Places of worship (due to noise increase)

Hospitals

None screened in

Schools, colleges and
libraries

1 Library, 11 Schools/colleges (due to noise increase)
2 Libraries (due to noise decrease)

2 Museums, 13 Places of worship (due to noise decrease)

Graphic 3.33: Night-time adverse and beneficial likely significant effects across all test cases |
Runnymede

Aircraft noise (Phase 2 & 3)
No significant adverse effects on health and quality of life have been identified.
Daytime adverse likely significant effects (from noise increase that would affect the acoustic character
of the area and may be perceived as a change in quality of life) have been identified for at least one of the
indicative airspace test cases for parts of the LPA including West of Virginia Water [RUN.A.ALSE.D.01]
and Englefield Green [RUN.A.ALSE.D.02] (see daytime graphic to the right). These have been mitigated
and minimised by mitigation measures (package of aircraft noise control measures and noticeable or
valued respite from runway alternation – to be confirmed in ES). Refer to Chapter 17, Section 17.9.

Text

A daytime beneficial likely significant effect (from noise decrease that would affect the acoustic
character of the area and may be perceived as an improvement in quality of life) has been identified for at
least one of the indicative airspace design test cases for parts of the LPA including Englefield Green
[RUN.A.BLSE.D.01].
A number of noise sensitive non-residential receptors have been identified (see table above) for further
consideration between PEIR and ES.

1

People, primarily where they live (‘residential receptors’) in terms of dwellings and on a wider community basis including private external amenity space (e.g. gardens) and publicly accessible external amenity space (e.g. parks) within the area or within a 5 min walk.
Chapter 17. Section 17.10 summarises adverse and significant adverse effects on health and quality of life, how the DCO Project changes these compared to baseline conditions and how adverse effects are mitigated and minimised and how significant adverse effects are avoided
Significant effects from the operation of other airport noise sources (e.g. static equipment) associated with the DCO Project will be avoided by specification and design as described in Chapter 17, Section 17.9.
4
See Chapter 17, Section 17.4 for information on noise sensitive non-residential receptors and Section 17.10 for receptor categories where noise and vibration effects are considered unlikely to be significant on a DCO Project wide basis
2
3
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This diagram is a magnification
of Graphic 3.32 above,
showing that the whole of EG
and parts of VW will suffer
from “Daytime adverse likely
significant effects (from noise
that would affect the acoustic
character of the area and may
be perceived as a change in
quality of life) - Please Note
each of these hexagons has >
1000 residents within, so if
you’re not inside one of these
hexagons it may mean you are
in a less populated area, but
still affected.

Heathrow Expansion
PRELIMINARY ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION REPORT: Appendix 17 Annex H: Preliminary assessment of significance for aircraft noise
Table 3.88: Summary of daytime effects on residential receptors in terms of quality of life due to DCO
Project compared to 2013 policy baseline | Runnymede (variation across all test cases)
2035 All INDICATIVE AIRSPACE TEST CASES – 740,000 ATMs | DAYTIME
Total population in LPA: 86,500
Policy
Difference between
baseline
DCO Project
2035 and 2013
2013
2035
Change
% change
-

32,400 to 34,100

-

-

-31,500 to
-22,200

-89% to -63%

← Noise change caused by 3R DCO Project →
compared to future 2R baseline

Effect on health
and quality of life
(for average person)
due to noise level
from the DCO Project

Beneficial likely significant
effect
(noise decrease)

LOAEL

No likely
significant effect

3,800 to 13,100

Of which, people exposed to noise
levels above onset of significant
community annoyance (54 dB
LAeq,16h)

35,300

15,800

(2,500 to 10,200 newly
exposed above LOAEL by
DCO Project)
300 to 5,900

-15,500 to
-9,900

-98% to -63%

SOAEL
People exposed to significant
adverse effect noise levels

0

People exposed to unacceptable
adverse effect noise levels

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 3.89: Summary of night-time effects on residential receptors in terms of quality of life due to
DCO Project compared to 2013 policy baseline | Runnymede (variation across all test cases)
2035 All INDICATIVE AIRSPACE TEST CASES – 740,000 ATMs | NIGHT-TIME
Total population in LPA: 86,500
Difference between
Policy baseline
DCO Project
2035 and 2013
2013
2035
Change
% change
People removed from exposure to
adverse effect noise levels by the
15,600
Project
LOAEL
0 (0 newly exposed
People exposed to adverse effect
15,600
above LOAEL by
-15,600
-100%
noise levels
DCO Project)
SOAEL
People exposed to significant
0
0
0
0%
adverse effect noise levels
UAEL
People exposed to unacceptable
0
0
0
0
adverse effect noise levels

1

Significant adverse effect on health and quality of life due to DCO Project avoided by mitigation measures and noise
insulation provided as soon as reasonably practicable
2 Significant adverse effect on health and quality of life avoided by noise insulation and mitigation measures provided (see
Chapter 17, Section 17.9) before new exposure occurs
3 Unacceptable adverse effect due to DCO Project prevented by DCO providing compulsory acquisition powers to install full
noise insulation in the event that offer to install the insulation is not taken up
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Adverse likely significant
effect
(noise increase)

97,500 to 108,200

No adverse effect
← Noise level after change
caused by DCO Project

People exposed to adverse effect
noise levels

UAEL

<------------ Increasing noise level

2035 ALL INDICATIVE AIRSPACE TEST CASES – 740,000 ATMs | DAYTIME
Total population in LPA: 114,600

(0 to 2,800 brought below LOAEL by DCO Project)
LOAEL
0 to 4,100

Adverse effect

0 to 12,800
2,300 to 9,700

(0 brought below SOAEL by
DCO Project)

(0 to 7,900 newly above LOAEL
due to DCO Project)

SOAEL
Significant
adverse effect

0

0

0
(0 newly above SOAEL due to
DCO Project)

0

0
(0 newly above UAEL due to
Project)

UAEL
Unacceptable
adverse effect

0

Table 3.91: Summary of night-time effects on residential receptors in terms of quality of life due to
DCO Project compared to future do-minimum baseline | Runnymede (variation across all test cases)
2035 ALL INDICATIVE AIRSPACE TEST CASES – 740,000 ATMs | NIGHT-TIME
Total population in LPA: 114,600
Effect on health
and quality of life
(for average person)
due to noise level
from the DCO Project

← Noise change caused by 3R DCO Project →
compared to future 2R baseline
Beneficial likely significant
effect
(noise decrease)

No likely
significant effect

Adverse likely significant
effect
(noise increase)

114,600

No adverse effect
← Noise level after change
caused by DCO Project

<------------ Increasing noise level

People removed from exposure to
adverse effect noise levels by the
Project

Table 3.90: Summary of daytime effects on residential receptors in terms of quality of life due to DCO
Project compared to future do-minimum baseline | Runnymede (variation across all test cases)

(1,100 brought below LOAEL by DCO Project)
LOAEL
0

Adverse effect

0
0

(0 brought below SOAEL by
DCO Project)

(0 newly above LOAEL due to
DCO Project)

SOAEL
Significant
adverse effect

0

Unacceptable
adverse effect

0

0

0
(02 newly above SOAEL due to
DCO Project)

0

0
(0 newly above UAEL due to
Project)

UAEL

A 6-9dB increase in Aircraft Noise
Equivalent to 8 times the number of flights today!!
- Over the whole of Englefield Green & Virginia Water
- Classified by Heathrow as: “Adverse Likely Significant Effects”
- “Daytime adverse likely significant effects (from noise increase that would affect
the acoustic character of the area and may be perceived as a change in quality of
life)”

Extracts from Heathrow Docs.

- Volume 1 PEIR Chapter 17 Noise and vibration.pdf – 186 pages
- Volume 2 PEIR Chapter 17 Noise and vibration Figures.pdf – page 4 &19 of 55 pages
- Volume 3 PEIR Chapter 17 Noise and vibration apendixes.pdf - page 286, 287 of 338 pages
Available from: https://aec.heathrowconsultation.com/collections/all-aec-documents/

Produced by EGAG - Englefield Green Action Group
https://www.englefieldgreenactiongroup.com
englefieldgreenactiongroup@gmail.com

